The weather may be inclining toward the cold but there’s no indication that it’s about to get cold enough to make winter sport enthusiasts stay indoors. Theleet, the ski club, has been planning for the season and has already made plans to stock up on supplies for the upcoming season.

The Ski Club will be offering a variety of courses, including cross-country skiing, snowboarding, and alpine skiing. There will also be opportunities foraniel and members to participate in races and other competitive events. The club will be hosting social events and activities throughout the season to keep its members engaged and motivated.

The Ski Club is located at 123 Main Street, and interested individuals can contact them at (555) 555-5555 for more information.

In addition to the Ski Club, there are other winter sports organizations in the area, such as the Snowboarding Association, which offers lessons and clinics for beginners and experienced riders, and the Snowboard Park, which features a variety of slopes and jumps for all skill levels.

With a variety of options available, there’s sure to be something for everyone to enjoy this winter season. Whether you’re a seasoned pro or a casual enthusiast, the area has something to offer for all levels of interest.
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A Thought for New Years

Now that the Christmas holidays are over, and we have had a few days of rest, we have made a lot of resolutions to improve ourselves and the world in 1939. We should try to make the new year's resolutions a success. Of course, our resolutions are in themselves not bad ideas, but they must be carried out with care and patience. If we do this, we can certainly make the new year a success.

It is not enough to set our goals and then forget about them. We must work hard and steadily towards our goals. We must be willing to sacrifice our time and energy to achieve them. We must also be willing to take risks and face challenges. If we do this, we can certainly make the new year a success.

How to have a successful new year?

1. Set realistic goals: Before setting your goals, it is important to have a clear idea of what you want to achieve. Make sure your goals are specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound (SMART).

2. Develop a plan: Once you have set your goals, you need to develop a plan to achieve them. Your plan should include a list of tasks, deadlines, and resources needed.

3. Take action: You cannot achieve your goals by only dreaming or planning. You need to take action and start working towards your goals. Start small and gradually increase your efforts.

4. Stay focused: It is easy to get distracted and lose focus. You need to stay focused on your goals and avoid any distractions that may hinder your progress.

5. Learn and grow: Set aside some time each day to reflect on your progress and learn from your mistakes. This will help you improve and adapt your plan as needed.

6. Celebrate your success: When you achieve your goals, take some time to celebrate your success. This will motivate you to continue working towards your goals.

By following these steps, you can make your new year a success. Good luck!
The first student in the United States to attempt to earn his four-year college degree through college was Colorado State College junior, William J. Goodwin of the University of Washington. He graduated with a bachelor's degree in industrial engineering in December 1944.

Six years in the Malay Peninsula

Cardinal Willebrord

Surveying is an art as well as a science, requiring a thorough understanding of the natural phenomena of the place it is being practiced in. This is why, when selecting a site for a new building, it is important to consult with an experienced surveyor to ensure the accuracy of the measurements and the safety of the structure.

Modern techniques have revolutionized the field of surveying, making it possible to conduct complex measurements and analyses with greater precision and speed. These advancements have opened up new possibilities for the construction industry, enabling architects and engineers to design structures that are more efficient, sustainable, and safe.

When planning a construction project, it is essential to have a clear understanding of the terrain and the existing infrastructure. This includes the location of utility lines, existing buildings, and natural features such as rivers and mountains.

Alumnus Wrote for American Architect

As a young man in his late twenties, Alumnus wrote for American Architect magazine. He was known for his insightful articles on the state of the industry and his ability to predict future trends.

When attending the National Conference on Housing, he delivered a speech on the importance of affordable housing and the need for government intervention to address the issue.

The speech was well-received and made a significant impact on the housing policy discussions of the time.

When You Need Music—Remember

Music has a profound impact on our lives, and there are many different types of music with something to offer everyone. Whether you're looking for something to lift your spirits, to relax to, or to move your body to, there is a type of music that is perfect for you.

Here are a few tips to help you find the perfect music for your needs:

1. Consider your mood: Is it a sunny day, or a rainy day? Is it a quiet, relaxed night at home, or a lively party with your friends?

2. Think about what you want to achieve: Are you trying to focus, or do you want to let loose and dance? Do you need something soothing, or something that will pick you up and put you in a better mood?

3. Consider the setting: If you're at home alone, you may want something that is quiet and introspective. If you're at a party, you may want something that is upbeat and energetic.

4. Listen to different genres: Don't be afraid to try something new. You might be surprised by what you discover.

5. Consider the time of day: What type of music do you like to listen to in the morning, afternoon, or evening?

By keeping these tips in mind, you can find the perfect music to enhance your daily life and help you reach your goals.
WHIP WHEATON IN FIRST TILT OF YEAR, 21-15

Take Load in Second Half of Six-Point Opponents

SIMPSON HIGH MAN

After a twelve month tilt between the two teams under Coach C. W. Knoblauch, the Blue and Gold beat Wheaton from Wheaton College by a 21-15 score last Wednesday at the Assembly. The Assembly saw a number of new faces, while Wheaton had twelve loyal supporters.

Wheaton presented a formidable team of six facetors, but however, it was no match for the Redmen, brought to the floor by the Golden streak. In the first half of the game, the Redmen were in the lead. The last three minutes of the first half were all played by the Blue and Gold. The Wheaton team did not have a chance to score.

In the second half, Wheaton made a big move on the Blue and Gold, but the Blue and Gold did not give up easily. The final score was 21-15, in favor of the Redmen.

N. U. MAKES THIRD VICTORY FOR TEAM

Northwestern made a clean win last Saturday night in the face of the former Harvard team. The final score was 39-17, in favor of the Wildcats. The game started strong with the Blue and Gold leading in the first quarter. The Wildcats came back in the second quarter to tie the game, but were unable to take the lead.

The final quarter was dominated by the Blue and Gold, who scored three touchdowns in the quarter. The game ended with a final score of 39-17, in favor of Northwestern.

ARMOUR CAGEMEN WIN OVER NORMAL BY 28-23 COUNT

Overtime Period Played to Decide Close Game

Tech ROOKIES ABSENT

After dropping the first two meets of the season to V. O. College, the Tech basketball team came through with an eventual 9-6 victory over Chicago Normal Thursday evening, 9-6 in the score. The game was won by Northwestern at the last 20 minutes of the first half.

The second quarter was played with a time limit of five minutes for each team. The game remained tied, 1-1, until the final minute of the quarter. After a free throw by the Blue and Gold, the game was tied, 2-2. The third quarter was played with the same time limit.

The final score was 28-23, in favor of the Blue and Gold.

Tech Swimmers Defeat Englewood "Y", 32-28

Techaternity celebrates the most successful season in its history. The Tech team led the way in the pool, defeating the Englewood "Y" and winning all four meets.

Arts and Science departments present their first night of the season with a series of events. The Academic Ballroom, the main event of the night, features a dance and a concert by the Tech band. The evening concludes with a fireworks display in the courtyard.

Prof. Freeman to Give W.E. Talks

Professor E. Freeman, head of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Chicago, will give lectures on the subject of nuclear physics and the development of atomic energy.

The lectures are scheduled to take place on Monday and Wednesday evenings, starting at 8:00 PM each day. The location of the lectures is the University of Chicago's new physics building. The lectures are open to the public and are free of charge.

The lectures will cover advanced topics in nuclear physics, including the theory of nuclear structure, the properties of atomic nuclei, and the role of nuclear reactions in energy production.

The program is sponsored by the University of Chicago's Department of Electrical Engineering and the University of Chicago's Department of Physics.

The lectures are open to the public and are free of charge. Attendees are encouraged to bring questions and comments for the speakers. The lectures will be recorded and available for viewing online after each event.

The lectures will be held in the University of Chicago's new physics building. The building is located at the corner of 57th and University Avenue, in the Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago.
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